Ill Hold You in Heaven Remembrance Book by Debbie Heydrick

Highly Recommend

While there are many books that address the issue of grieving the loss of a child, this book stands alone by inviting the parents to express their emotions in an interactive way with what they are reading. This book will not only honor and validate the very real loss of a baby lost through miscarriage, stillbirth or early infant death, but it will also provide parents a way to get through the loss with help from Scripture, encouraging quotes, soothing art work, space for journaling, and a very gentle tone that says, Your baby and your loss are very significant. The keepsake book provides a place to write ones personal story of loss and love letters to the child, and includes a list of loss support resources and practical ideas for treasuring memories of the child.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
I received this book as a gift 2 days after my miscarriage, and it was excellent for the moment. I highly recommend it for those who have lost a baby through miscarriage, stillbirth, or early infancy death. One of my big concerns after losing my baby is that I did not want to forget this precious life that touched us and God blessed my husband and I with, even though we had her for such a short time. This book was filled with help for grieving and has many beautiful ideas for remembering the baby that you lost. It really helped me get through the first weeks after our loss, and gave me assurance that I would not (& should not) forget the baby that touched us forever.
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